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H A R M O N Y
BY Beth Deitchman

As one of the largest nighttime 

spectaculars ever created for 

a Disney park, Harmonious will 

celebrate how the music of Disney 

inspires throughout the world. The 

show features massive floating set 

pieces, custom-built LED panels, 

choreographed moving fountains, 

lights, pyrotechnics, lasers, and 

more—with stunning visuals 

representing cultural artistry from 

every continent except Antarctica.
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This fall, the new nighttime spectacular Harmonious 

unites the world and takes guests on a global musical 

journey that can only be experienced at EPCOT.

Aluminous sunrise fills the night sky over 
World Showcase Lagoon at EPCOT. You 
hear chanting; at first, it’s unrecognizable, 
but then a melody takes shape and your ears 

start to detect strains of songs from The Lion King, 
Moana, and other animated classics—but as you’ve 
never before heard them performed. As part of the 
beginning of the transformation of EPCOT, this 
marks the start of the brand-new nighttime spec-
tacular Harmonious and heralds a groundbreaking 
show—one of the largest ever produced by Disney 
Live Entertainment—that pays tribute to the power of 
story and song to unite. Debuting October 1 with the 
start of The World’s Most Magical Celebration, Har-
monious features stunning visuals that are inspired by 
Disney films and have been brought to life by artists 
based on techniques that are authentic to the culture 

in which each story is based. That authenticity is 
also vital to the songs featured in Harmonious, which 
use the universal language of music to connect with 
guests and deliver one unifying message of hope for a 
brighter tomorrow—a message everyone, everywhere 
could use right now.

Music is the star of Harmonious, and Steven Davi-
son, Creative Executive of Parades & Spectaculars for 
Disney Live Entertainment, notes that the show was 
originally conceived as a Disney concert—but one 
in which each song would be reimagined to authen-
tically reflect the real-life culture that inspired the 
film it comes from. That show could only be done at 
EPCOT, of course, where the theme park’s stunning 
pavilions celebrate cultures, cuisine, architecture, and 
traditions that can be found across the globe, inviting 
guests to immerse themselves in a whole new world 
as they explore each of World Showcase’s 11 unique 
destinations. Simply go for a leisurely stroll around 
World Showcase Lagoon to be reminded of how inter-
connected we are here on Earth, and that’s the goal of 
Harmonious, as well. “Music doesn’t have any borders. 
It’s an international language. You can take a piece of 
music and you can give it to anyone in the world and 
if you read music, you can play it,” Davison says. 

Harmonious essentially has three acts, beginning 
with “Gather,” which transitions from chanting to a 
medley of “How Far I’ll Go” from Moana and “Go 
the Distance” from Hercules, performed in multiple 
languages. Throughout the 20-minute show, guests 
will hear the songs in Harmonious performed in a 
total of 13 different languages, an idea sparked by 
a video from Walt Disney Animation Studios that 
went viral, featuring “Let It Go” from Frozen sung in 
25 languages. “We set out to do something where we 
kind of turn Disney on its ear a little bit,” Davison 
tells Disney twenty-three. He and the Harmonious team 
spent almost two years developing the second segment 
of the spectacular, “Celebrate,” working with creative 

partners to reimagine classic Disney songs in a way 
that was culturally true to the part of the world that 
inspired each story from which the songs originated. 

“We said, ‘Why not open it up to different 
cultures and use this opportunity to collaborate with 
authentic musical artists and consultants from around 
the world to create something very special,’” said 
Yaron Spiwak, Senior Music Producer & Creative 
Director, Walt Disney Imagineering. Spiwak was able 
to bring a global perspective to producing the music, 
having grown up in Israel of Moroccan and Argentin-
ean heritage. He emphasizes that bringing together all 
the musical styles and cultures featured in Harmonious 
wasn’t a challenge but rather a joy and an opportunity.

Cultural consultants and ethnomusicologists 
helped ensure that the songs’ arrangements were 
accurate. In some cases, they would suggest small 
changes that made a big impact on the final product. 
While bringing to life an India-inspired reimagining 
of “I Wanna Be Like You” from The Jungle Book—sung 
in both English and Hindi—a consultant suggested 
that the Disney music team change one note. Spiwak 
marvels, “And India just came alive!” The consul-
tants were able to introduce Spiwak and his team 
to instruments they’d never heard of before, such as 
the Hardanger fiddle from Norway and the Uilleann 
pipes, which are somewhat like a bagpipe and come 
from Ireland. “Every culture has one or two instru-
ments that are very familiar, but there’s so many more 
if you’re willing to listen and you want to learn,” 
Spiwak says.

Spiwak and the music team prioritized authentic-
ity, but also inclusivity. He describes the musical style 
of the Latin-influenced medley as “pan Latin,” with 
nods to Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, and more incor-
porated into the new renditions of “Saludos Amigos,” 
“Remember Me,” and “The World Es Mi Familia.”  
“We didn’t want to limit ourselves,” Spiwak says, em-
phasizing, “We want everyone to hear themselves  
in this show.” 

Harmonious is filled with beloved Disney songs 
sure to have everyone dancing and singing along, 
such as “Hakuna Matata” from The Lion King, as well 
as deeper cuts we hear less frequently, such as “Out 
There” from The Hunchback of Notre Dame. But Disney 
fans are advised to keep an ear out for winks to other 
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beloved stories. Spiwak teases a nod to Frozen that 
careful listeners may pick up on as a kind of musical 
Easter egg, and he also highlights an“EPCOT egg.” 
D23 Expo 2019 attendees were among the first to 
hear the new signature anthem for EPCOT created by 
Pinar Toprak, and the beautiful melody has been in-
corporated into Harmonious. “She wrote this gorgeous 
theme and you hear it as a through line,” Spiwak 
reveals. “I love that it gives EPCOT its own identity... 
and it’s nice to have a musical motif grounding you 
through the show and the park.”

The scope of the music for Harmonious is so vast 
that it necessitated more than 110 recording sessions, 
when a typical show usually maxes out at about 12. 
Songs were recorded in nine different countries, 
including China, Morocco, and Scotland, and the per-
formers are comprised of big-name talents—here in 
the U.S. and in their own countries—as well as rising 
stars and undiscovered talent who may be heard for 
the first time during the new nighttime spectacular. 
A few notables include: Ndlovu Youth Choir, who re-
cently made a splash on America’s Got Talent; Lindsey 
Stirling, the platinum-selling electronic artist, violin-
ist, and multi-talented entertainer; and award-winning 
artist Luis Fonsi, responsible for several global hits 
including “Despacito.” Fonsi sings a medley from 
Disney/Pixar’s Coco with Mexican singer/songwriter 
Joy Huerta.

As they reimagined classic Disney songs for Har-
monious, Disney Live Entertainment also reimagined 
the visuals that would accompany the music. Senior 
Producer Kris Bunnell emphasizes that guests won’t  
be seeing traditional animation with Disney characters 
and clips from films in the show. “It’s very stylistic 
and really beautiful. Some of it’s a little abstract,  
and completely tells our stories in a different way,”  
she says. 

The visuals in Harmonious take their inspiration 
from artistic styles and traditions from around the 
globe, and include animation based on Arabic callig-
raphy, Indian shadow puppetry, Chinese ink painting, 
and more. Davison and the team set out to collaborate 
with artists from the regions spotlighted in Harmo-
nious, and he believes that made all the difference. 
“All these great things start to bubble up and you start 
to go, ‘Wow... now I understand it a whole different 
way,’” he explains, “because you’re hearing it not from 
the filmmaker’s point of view, but from somebody 
who’s lived it and kind of experienced that.”

Davison also embraced a look for the visuals 
that might be considered more minimalist than the 
CG animation that’s prevalent in other shows and 
films. Silhouettes featured throughout Harmonious are 
intended to spark the imagination of guests—both 
young and young at heart—and enable them to insert 
themselves into the scene. “I want them to paint the 
rest of it in through their thoughts,” Davison says. 
“We’re going to show you something, but then we 
want you to come in and really fill the rest in—be-
cause that’s what I think is important, that I think the 
most successful shows do best.”

The centerpiece of the show is its six-stories-tall 

icon platform, featuring moving fountains and lights, 
action equipment, pyrotechnics, and a ring designed 
to support a high-density water curtain where visuals 
will appear throughout each performance of Harmoni-
ous. Whether you’re directly in front of the icon ring 
or elsewhere around the lagoon, Davison promises 
there won’t be a bad seat in the house.

The stunning visuals will also appear on four 
additional show platforms that boast LED screens and 
50-foot-long moving arms, which will appear to move 
effortlessly, coming together and “bridging the world” 
before Harmonious comes to a close. Davison com-
pares the arms’ grace and beauty to swans and notes, 
“They’re so precise it’s wild... And when all of them 
start to move at once, you get this kind of new scale 
and this new kind of drama that you create out there, 
and beauty at the same time.” Guests will discover the 
same visuals on both the icon ring and the additional 
show platforms, but as Davison hides his own Easter 
eggs and Hidden Mickeys within the show—one of 
the final steps in the process—he teases that each 
might only be discoverable on certain show platforms, 
offering one more reason why Disney fans will want 
to view Harmonious again and again. 

It has taken a village to create a show of this 
scale, Bunnell says—a village she describes as “a lot of 
really smart people,” including Imagineers, technical 
directors, and Disney’s project management teams, 
on top of the scores of musicians and artists behind 
the show’s content. And the Harmonious village also 
included nautical experts—because as large in scale as 
the show is, it also needs to be buoyant.

Managing Producer Gary Gutierrez compares 
the icon show platform to a cruise ship and notes 
that designing the apparatus was a feat that involved 
both naval architects and craftspeople with a tradi-
tional theater background. Every decision, Gutierrez 
explains, required very precise scientific calculations. 
“It’s literally about weight. It’s weight and center of 
gravity,” he says, “and that was constant—this seesaw 
battle—to the point where you design a [show plat-
form] and it had to get a little bigger because it’s about 
keeping it afloat.” 

Although both Bunnell and Gutierrez have been 
involved with Harmonious through its planning stages, 
both admit to being awed by the scale of the show as 
it has become a reality. Gutierrez notes, “We’ve always 
said that 65 feet is always 65 feet, but when you’re 
next to it you’re like,‘Wow, that is really large!’”

For Bunnell, the greatest challenge the team 
faced was integrating all those systems for the first 
time. They knew they’d need a show platform, LED 
screens, and movable arms, but the biggest undertak-
ing was determining how the various elements would 
work together. She notes that there’s more to the 
already impressive show platform than meets the eye. 
“There’s a whole control room underneath there. You 
can walk in and see all the moving pieces and parts 
and what it takes to make these things work,” she 
says. “It’s pretty impressive.”

All the moving parts come together for a spectac-
ular climax that ends the second chapter of Harmoni-

ous, which shifts to a final act that’s perfect for the 
moment in which the show will make its debut. 
“Unite” is built around the song “Someday,” writ-
ten by Disney Legend Alan Menken and Stephen 
Schwartz for the 1996 film The Hunchback of Notre 
Dame, and it will bring together the singers who 
guests will have heard earlier in Harmonious for one 
spectacular, unifying final song. It’s even more fitting 
that in most cases, the vocal performances were re-
corded separately—with the Harmonious music team 
attending recording sessions virtually—while the 
world took a pause during the global pandemic.

The new rendition of “Someday” has been 
orchestrated in such a way that it will feel like an 
original song created just for Harmonious, Spiwak 
says. The song will be performed in English, but the 
performers—who include French singers, Indian 
singers, a children’s choir from England, and a 
gospel chorus—were asked not to hide their accents 
but to “sing who you are, be who you are,” creating 
a new and beautiful sound that’s never been heard 
before for that last “kiss good night.” Spiwak adds, “I 
love that it ends on the word ‘soon.’ To me, opti-
mism is such a big part of this show, so it was really 
important for me to end on the word ‘soon.’”

Davison would love for Harmonious to leave 
guests with a sense that “we’re more alike than we 
are different,” and that it opens them up to explor-
ing worlds and discovering artists they may never 
have thought about before. He says, “When I look 
at the world right now, we need a little hope. And 
we’re going to do that; we’re going to totally give it.”

Bunnell believes that through its inspiring mes-
sage and extraordinary scale, Harmonious will have 
a lasting impact not unlike that of IllumiNations: 
Reflections of Earth, which brought groundbreaking 
technology to the World Showcase Lagoon when 
it debuted in 1999 and captivated guests for two 
decades.“I feel like [Harmonious] is a big part of the 
transformation and the future of EPCOT and what 
we want EPCOT to be, kind of taking it to the next 
level,” she says. “I just hope that guests enjoy it and  
see all that we see in it and how moving and inspir-
ing it is—and they’ll come back and see it again 
and again.”    

Harmonious will invite you to travel 

the globe through new interpretations 

of classic Disney songs from beloved 

movies such as Moana, Frozen, Hercules, 

and Mulan as you’ve never heard them 

before, reimagined in more than a dozen 

languages by a diverse group of 240 

artists from around the world. 
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